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Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine 

This Yongbo Machinery® Middle Speed Paper Cup 

Machine is a machinery and equipment manufacturing 

enterprise, specializing in the production, operation and 

research and development of a series of paper container 

forming machinery and equipment. 

Model:BH-S800 
 

 

 

 

 

This Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine is a machinery and equipment manufacturing 

enterprise, specializing in the production, operation and research and development of a 

series of paper container forming machinery and equipment. 

We specialize in the production of paper lid machines, paper plate machines, paper plate 

machines, paper lunch box machines, paper cup machines, paper bowl machines and 

other equipment. We have a dedicated development team and have sold various types of 

paper container equipment in China for more than 20 years. 

Since its establishment, in the face of fierce market competition, the company adheres to 

the business philosophy of "quality first, integrity-based", implements internal 

management of the enterprise, attaches great importance to the development of 

technology and information, and has "Huabang" brand machines to win the market. 

Products are exported to more than 20 provinces and regions in China and exported to 

many countries. Reliable products have won wide recognition at home and abroad with 

first-class quality and perfect after-sales service. 

Looking forward to the future, Winbond people will make unremitting efforts to forge ahead 

while improving product quality internally and creating a good image externally. We are 

willing to cooperate with domestic and foreign customers to create brilliance together. 

 
Yongbo Machinery Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine Introduction 

 
This Yongbo Machinery® Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine is the new design adds a 

bottom heating system more than the old design which make the paper cup sealing effect 

is more better. This model is equipped with 10 Cup molds, which operates faster than the 

old 8 Cup molds.The steel plate presses the bottom paper to make the paper feeding 

more stablyand smoothly.Two cooling fans, two fans can make the paper fan cooling 

faster, make the cup fan better sealing 

 

 
Yongbo Machinery Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine Parameter 
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(Specification) 
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Name Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine 

Model BH-S800（With Cup Holder，PLC,Ultrasound） 

Paper Cup Size 3-16OZ 

Raw Material 
One-Side Or Two-Side PE Coated Paper(Singe PE Or Double PE 

Coated Paper) 

Speed 85-90pcs/Min 

Suitable Paper 

Weight 
150-350g/㎡；±20g/㎡ 

Voltage Supply 380V，50HZ 

Cup Size Bottom35-70mm，Top45-90mm，High32-135mm 

Working Air Source 0.6-0.8Mpa; 0.4m³/Min 

General Power 4kw 

Net Weight 2000kg 

 
Measurement (Mm) 

Host 
L:2100mm;W:1200mm;H:1800mm 

Cup Holder 100kgs L:900mm;W:600mm;H:1500mm 

Cup Side Sealing Ultrasonic 

Bottom Knurling HOT AIR SYETEM 

We Can Customize Machine And Mold According To Customer’s Requirement. 

 

Yongbo Machinery Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine Feature 

And Application 
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This Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine Control panel with good quality switches , 

temperature controller and speed converter. All the operation of machine can be finished 

easily by this panel. 

This Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine new design adds a bottom heating system more 

than the old design which make the paper cup sealing effect is more better. 

This Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine operation board is large and thick integrated 

steel board, more durable and easy to clean. 

 
Yongbo Machinery Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine Details 

 
 

 

1. The whole Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine adopts automatic oil lubrication 

system( oil circulation system is including oil motor,filter, copper pipe )which makes all 

gear moving parts working at high speed much more smoothly and greatly Improve the 

service life of spare parts. 
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2. This Middle Speed Paper Cup Machine is independently developed by Yongbo 

Machinery, it can produce paper cups of different sizes through a series of continuous 

processes, including more than 2 times of automatic paper feeding, paper anti-return 

device (to ensure accurate positioning), ultrasonic welding, using magic Hand conveyed 

paper fan, lubricated with silicone oil, punched at the bottom, folded at the bottom, 

preheated at the bottom, knurled at the bottom, and out of the cup. After comprehensive 

technical improvement, the machine stability has been improved. 

3. The disposable paper cup machine steel plate presses the bottom paper to make the 

paper feeding more stablyand smoothly. 


